Study Asian Languages with us!

If you are a student interested in learning one of the languages offered by our department, we strongly encourage you to start your language study in your first year at Northwestern. Most of our language courses are year-long three-quarter sequential classes, beginning in the fall quarter.

Questions about our language courses? Please contact one of our Placement Coordinators:

- **CHINESE**: Chin-Hung Chang
  chin-hung.chang@northwestern.edu

- **HINDI**: Rami Nair
  rmair@northwestern.edu

- **JAPANESE**: Junko Sato
  jsato@northwestern.edu

- **KOREAN**: Ihnhee Kim
  ihnhee.kim@northwestern.edu

- **URDU**: David Boyk
  davidboyk@northwestern.edu

Contact us:

Phone: 847-491-5288 / Fax: 847-467-1097
http://www.alc.northwestern.edu/

Study Abroad

Studying abroad in Asia is an exciting way to deepen your knowledge of an Asian language or culture. If you have questions about study abroad opportunities, please contact the Study Abroad Coordinators:

- **CHINA/TAIWAN**: Wen-pin Hsieh
  wen-pin.hsieh@northwestern.edu

  - **INDIA**: David Boyk
    davidboyk@northwestern.edu

  - **JAPAN**: Yumi Shiojima
    shiojima@northwestern.edu

  - **KOREA**: Eunmi Lee
    eunlee@northwestern.edu

Scan our QR code to learn more about studying abroad on our website →
Explore ALC major and minors!

Want to know more about *The Partition of India and Pakistan in History, Literature, and Film*? Curious about *Japanese New Wave Cinema* or the history of *Modern Chinese Popular Culture*? Want to impress your friends with arcane facts about *Medieval Japanese Literature*? Interested in spending a quarter watching *Bollywood Cinema*? Want to speak *Chinese, Hindi-Urdu, Japanese or Korean* with confidence? Of course you do!

Declaring an ALC major or minor allows you to develop your language skills while deepening your knowledge of Asia. We offer a Major in Asian Languages and Cultures with five different tracks: Chinese, Hindi-Urdu, Japanese, Korean, or Comparative. We also offer a Minor in Advanced Asian Languages and a Minor in Asian Humanities.

**Requirements**

**Asian Languages and Cultures Major**  
(15 Units)

- **Language Courses**
  - 6 units beyond the first year level
- **Humanities Courses**
  - 9 units

*** Students interested in working comparatively with multiple Asian Languages should contact the Director of Undergraduate Studies to discuss requirements***

**Advanced Asian Languages Minor**  
(7 Units)

- **Language Courses**
  - 3 units at the third year level
  - 2 units at the fourth year level
- **Humanities Courses**
  - 2 units

**Asian Humanities Minor**  
(7 Units)

- **Humanities Courses**
  - 7 units

**Contact**

Interested in majoring or minoring in the Department of Asian Languages and Cultures? For more information, please contact our Director of Undergraduate Studies, Professor Daniel Majchrowicz (dmaj@northwestern.edu)

Detailed information about the major and minors can also be found at:

http://www.alc.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/majors-minors/